


*Over 30% faster to install
UFO³ can be installed in 30 minutes thanks to a universal kit 

that is compatible with all vehicles on the market. Installation is extremely quick and 

effective: 6 fixing points to the vehicle body and a hole for the emergency system 

that can be used to open the door from inside, both of the rear door and of the side 

sliding door. No vehicle body parts must be removed for installation.  

The patented system used for unlocking from inside is highly innovative – 

independent of the lock and of the mechanism it drives – and minimizes any issue 

due to bodywork misalignments.

From Serrature Meroni, the European 
leader in van security locks for light 
commercial vehicles.
Quality, security and versatility at the highest level!

*15% cost saving!
UFO³ SMART, the entry level version, offers UFO proven 

security plus the convenient auto-locking feature, in 

addition to the incredible strength of HRC 52:54 

hardened steel, at an unbeatable price.
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5-years warranty
Serrature Meroni offers an exclusive advantage for 

its customers worldwide: 5 years warranty on any 

manufacturing defects that make the product 

unsuitable for the specific application.

Fleet Service
Serrature Meroni provides a special service for large commercial vehicles 

fleets, leveraging the experience it has attained. Consultancy, inspections, 

training for installers, installation tools and accessories custom designed 

for all commercial vehicles on the market, are factors that result in 

shortening the installation time and ensuring that the installation is done 

according to best practices and high quality standards..

SMART
A cost-effective slam-lock. The radial pin cylinder - extensively tested in UFO - is available for 

the first time on a system that can be fitted to van doors in a practical, effective and strong 

manner.

4 configurations in a unique design:

COMFORT
The evolution of UFO+ with a security cylinder and an extremely practical and robust 

reversible key. The ideal system for intensive daily vehicle use, involving frequently doors 

opening. The incredible strength of HRC 52:54 hardened steel and the cylinder dust cover 

make UFO³ COMFORT a new benchmark product for the sector.

EXPERT (powered by Kaba)
The top in security van locks sector: its core is Kaba's high security cylinder "experT pluS", 

with 23 pins, anti-picking, anti-impressioning and anti-drilling certified, and featuring a key 

profile patented exclusively for Serrature Meroni, and that is impossible to duplicate. UFO³ 

EXPERT comes with the cylinder dust protection, for total reliability even in extreme 

environments.

SMART DUO
It adds an innovative feature to UFO³ SMART: the key can be removed both in the 

"closed" position in which it automatically locks when closing the doors , and in the 

"open" position in which the product security feature is not enabled - designed for those 

who need to protect their cargo only at specific times or places during the workday. In 

"open" mode the key does not need to be used with UFO³ DUO to open the door each 

time, and users can choose to leave the lock open or securely locked according to needs.
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Made in Italy

Fixed, universal, security slam-lock can be installed both on 
rear and on side sliding doors. Body made of hardened HRC 
52:54 steel. Quick bayonet mounting. Emergency unlocking 
system, independent of the system controlled by the 
cylinder. Available in one-, two- or three-locks packages with 
the same combination (same key), including a quick 
mounting kit.
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8 radial pins cylinder with anti-picking protection, anti-drill hardened core 

Tubular key with rubberized grip, with 250,000 combinations

Cylinder with key exit in 2 positions, to inhibit automatic locking

Secure cylinder with reversible flat key, rubberized grip with 

100.000+ combinations

High security Kaba experT pluS cylinder, EN 1303:2005-04 certified

anti-picking, anti-impressioning, anti-drilling

Highly secure, flat and reversible key, with a comfortable grip and 

1.000.000.000+ combinations

Steel anti-drilling defender to protect the cylinder

Dust protection
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SMART
A cost-effective slam-lock. The radial pin cylinder - extensively tested in UFO - is available for 

the first time on a system that can be fitted to van doors in a practical, effective and strong 

manner.

4 configurations in a unique design:

COMFORT
The evolution of UFO+ with a security cylinder and an extremely practical and robust 

reversible key. The ideal system for intensive daily vehicle use, involving frequently doors 

opening. The incredible strength of HRC 52:54 hardened steel and the cylinder dust cover 

make UFO³ COMFORT a new benchmark product for the sector.

EXPERT (powered by Kaba)
The top in security van locks sector: its core is Kaba's high security cylinder "experT pluS", 

with 23 pins, anti-picking, anti-impressioning and anti-drilling certified, and featuring a key 

profile patented exclusively for Serrature Meroni, and that is impossible to duplicate. UFO³ 

EXPERT comes with the cylinder dust protection, for total reliability even in extreme 

environments.

SMART DUO
It adds an innovative feature to UFO³ SMART: the key can be removed both in the 

"closed" position in which it automatically locks when closing the doors , and in the 

"open" position in which the product security feature is not enabled - designed for those 

who need to protect their cargo only at specific times or places during the workday. In 

"open" mode the key does not need to be used with UFO³ DUO to open the door each 

time, and users can choose to leave the lock open or securely locked according to needs.


